The A(e,e'K+)YX reaction on H, D, 3He, and 4He was investigated in Hall C at CE-BAF. Data were obtained for Q2 x 0.35 and 0.5 GeV2 at 3.245 GeV. The missing mass spectra for both H and D are fitted with Monte-Carlo simulations incorporating peaks corresponding to A production on the proton and X production on both the proton and neutron. For D, the cross section ratio XO/E-= 2, and excess yield close to the thresholds for A and 2 production can be attributed to final-state interactions that are compared to the data. The analysis of the data "for the He targets is in a more preliminary state with broader quasi-free peaks resulting from the higher Fermi momenta. Evidence for bound A-hypernuclear states is seen and other structure may be present.
INTRODUCTION
Although hypernuclear interactions have been investigated for many decades, primarily via the use of hadronic probes [1] , there is a paucity of data for the electroproduction of This repon was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States Government.
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OSTI
Kaons that is a result of technical difficulties. The availability of high-intensity CW electron beams at Jefferson Lab now makes detailed measurements of Kaon electroproduction on light nuclei feasible. The basic equation describing electroproduction of hadrons is: do T 6(6 + 1) df.lc~=~T +~~~+ eUTTsin2 @ c0s(2#) + z oLT sin@ cos #
where e is the photon polarization and the other the kinematic variables are defined in Fig. 1 brief description of the experimental procedure has been published previously [2] . Kaon identification is critically dependent upon measurement of the time difference between the horoscopes (TOF) and the coincidence time between the HMS and SOS, as illustrated in Fig. 2 ; the structure in coincidence time being due to the RF strucure of the beam. The locations of true hadron-electron coincidences are darker. As is seen, most of the pions can be eliminated with the Aerogel while random background is eliminated by subtracting properly weighted accidentals. Inasmuch as the acceptance of each spectrometer covers a broad range angles and momentum, the values of the kinematic variables are reconstructed for each event.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For e-K coincidences, the mass of the residual system, i.e. the missing mass, is determined from the reconstructed events. The missing mass spectrum for H, after background subtraction, is shown in Fig. 3 . The two prominent peaks correspond to A and X" production together with a Monte-Carlo simulation that models spectrometer acceptances and includes radiative effects. From these analyses, with appropriate binning, it is possible to determine [3] various kinematic dependence of the H(e,e'K+)A cross section, e.g. the W-dependence seen in Fig.4 , as well as t-and Q-dependences. Of particular interest is the @dependence of the cross section along the direction of the virtual photon, Fig. 5 , one of the first measurements of the interference terms in Kaon electroproduction Fig. 6 is a missing mass distribution for D(e ,e'K+)YN with background from the target cell walls and accidental coincidences subtracted. The two prominent distributions correspond to A production off the proton and the unresolved 2°and 11-production off the proton and the neutron, respectively, with widths reflecting the initial momentum distribution of the nucleons in the deuteron. The Monte-Carlo simulations for Kaon production on deuterium treat the reaction as purely quasifree production on a nucleon with an initial momentum distribution determined from wave functions calculated with the Bonn potential [4] ; the A/X" ratio being obtained from the H data. After subtraction of the 'proton' contribution, the 'neutron' contribution (E-) is obtained. The results of these quasifree simulations for the individual contributions from the A, 22°, and the Z-channels together with their sum are shown in Fig. 6 . See ref. [3] for details. While agreeing well with the overall shape of the observed distribution, slightly above the thresholds for both An and XN this purely quasifree simulation underpredicts the observed yield. In the regions of low relative momenta in the residual hyperon-nucleon system, their mutual interaction, the Final-State Interaction (FSI), leads to a distortion of their respective wave functions, thereby increasing the observed yield.
Following a description by Li and Wright [5] three A-nucleon potentials (Verma, Julich A & B) were parameterized with double-gaussian potentials. In ref. [5] , the parameters were adjusted to reproduce the phase shifts of these potentials and the corresponding scattering lengths, and effective ranges. From these parameterizations, the s-wave and pwave phase shifts were calculated as functions of the A-neutron relative momenta and the associated phase-space enhancement determined [3] . A similar approach is employed for the Z-nucleon final states. The results obtained with the Jiilich A potential are shown as the solid lines in Fig. 6 where the observed enhancements above the A and ,ZN thresholds are both consistent with the FSI model. The ratio of the total FSI contribution to that of the pure quasi-free peak for the Es is, however, X7X larger than for the A, a value .,. consistent with the possibility of one-pion interactions in the Z-N channel. The remaining structure still leaves room for more speculative explanations like interference cusps or even bound systems. If it is assumed that Z production on the proton and neutron is the same except for their isospin, then the ratio of production cross sections should simply reflect isospin coupling coefficients. The observed 2°/2-ratio implies 1=3/2 in the propagator, rather than 1=1/2, a value consistent with the 'resonance' seen in A production on the proton.
Preliminary analysis of the He data is shown in Figs. 7 and 8, where because of the increased Fermi motion in the targets, the separation between the two distributions associated with quasifree A and X production is much less pronounced than in D. At the A-threshold, both figures show an enhancement relative to a purely quasifree reaction mechanism. Bound hypernuclear states and, possibly, final-state interactions should be responsible for this excess yield. In this preliminary stage of the Monte-Carlo simulations, neither bound states nor final-state interactions have not been included; the expected positions of A-and Z-bound states are shown. While the 3He "data is only suggestive of a bound state, the 4He distribution shows clear evidence for the A-bound state at low missing mass. Although the resolution does not yet allow separation of the ground and first excited states of~H, the continuing analysis of the data is expected to clearly identify the peak.
SUMMARY
Studies of the (e,e'K+) reaction on light nuclei have provided substantial new information for targets of H and D. Various kinematic dependence for A and Z production on light nuclei have been determined and the Z-cross section on the neutron measured. Final-state interactions in the YN system have been observed and models shown to exhibit sensitivity to different potential parameterizations. Ratios of cross sections in D(e,e'K+)XN reactions imply an 1=3/2 propagator near threshold, consistent with a 3'4He(e,e'K+) are still in the early 'resonance' near threshold in A production. Data for stages of analysis, evidence for bound states is observed.
